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After narrowly escaping destruction, Nicholas and his crew find themselves flung far across the
universe with no way home. When a distress call from a nearby planet catches their attention,
they decide to investigate with the hope the signal is somehow connected to their arrival.It isn’t
long before the truth of Foresight’s mission comes into clearer focus, and Nicholas doesn’t like
what he sees. He already knows there’s something disturbing about the circumstances of their
escape.The truth is more unsettling than he could have ever imagined.
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LanehartChapter 1Captain Nicholas Shepherd made his way from the main compartment to
Foresight’s flight deck, his wife, Dr. Yasmin Shepherd, tight on his heels. He slid into the pilot’s
seat and tapped on the primary system controls beneath his left hand. Yasmin stood beside him,
her confusion when the voice had come over the ship’s loudspeakers still painting her
face.“Cooperation. Facilitation. I require assistance. Hahahaha. Hahaha. Haha.”The voice
repeated itself, in exactly the same words and tone as the first time."Frank,” Nicholas said. “Can
you tell if the message is a recording?”“Processing,” Frank replied. “Unknown.”“It’s on a USSF
channel,” Yasmin said. “We should be able to respond to it.”“Most likely,” Nicholas agreed. “The
question is, do we want to? We have no idea who’s sending the message, never mind where we
are or the nature of that planet.” He motioned to the Earth-like ball visible on the forward display.
“Considering what happened at the tower with Harry, for all we know this is a trap.”“A trap? We’re
probably dozens of light-years from Earth. How could whoever is chasing us already be
here?”“They were waiting at the tower. They were waiting behind the moon. Hell, they sent the
trife to the Fort before we even got that far. How could they not already be here?”Yasmin didn’t
respond, her face shifting to a more familiar thoughtful expression. “Aaron’s original plan for
Foresight as he laid it out at the dinner was to scout the destination planets of the arkships,
correct?”“That’s what he said. He also said it was a lie. A cover because he probably knew
nobody in their right mind would believe him if he said it was about stopping a god from
destroying all of time and space.”“That isn’t what he said,” Yasmin argued.“Close enough,”
Nicholas argued. “He did say we needed to fight for the fate of all universes. You can’t
hyperbolize that.”“What I’m saying is that he always intended to have a unit of the USSF’s top
available Marines on board. Maybe even Caleb Card and the Vultures. But not in case Foresight
ran into any problems during the scouting mission. That was probably the loosest strand in his
web of lies. He likely already knew they would be needed on the other side of the slip. After all,
he knew what else was supposed to happen in the future.”“Except it didn’t happen the way he
thought or you and Luke would be on the Pilgrim right now. You wouldn’t be here with me and
Luke wouldn’t be dead.”“Right.”“So then why would I need a unit of crack Marines? What’s the
threat? An enemy that already knows we’re coming and potentially changed tactics from
whatever Grimmel expected would happen here? Crack Marines, Yazz. We have one Marine, a
bunch of kids, and no offense, a nerd.”“Don’t underestimate us nerds, Nick.”“When it comes to
solving problems, I never do. When it comes to physical conflict, you aren’t my first choice. And
let’s be honest. Gills isn’t exactly a Caleb Card level specimen.”“We have to work with what
we’ve got. At least there’s Dag.”“Dag is pretty beat up. He can’t even walk in a straight line right



now.”“Well, said nerd needs to see what she can do about that, doesn’t she?”“Cooperation.
Facilitation. I require assistance. Hahahaha. Hahaha. Haha.”“We need to do something about
that broadcast first,” Nicholas said.“Ask Frank if he can locate the source of the broadcast on the
planet’s surface,” Yasmin said.“Why am I always the one who has to communicate with Frank?”
Nicholas asked. “It’s not very efficient.”“You know why. It’s a security feature so nobody else can
verbally tamper with its systems. I can access Frank through a terminal, but that’s less
efficient.”“Can you program your voice in?”“I can once we have a little more time.”“We should
add everyone,” Nicholas said. “I don’t think we have to worry about them being a security
risk.”“Okay. When we have time. For now…”“Frank, can you locate the source of the broadcast
on the planet’s surface?” Nicholas asked.“Processing,” Frank replied. “I am marking the most
probable point.” A blinking red target appeared on the display, pinpointing the planet
below.“Great,” Nicholas said, glancing at Yasmin. “How does this help?”“We can’t go to the
source if we can’t pinpoint it,” she replied, frowning. “Why are you being so obtuse all of a
sudden?”“I didn’t think we’d decided to go to the source.”“I didn’t think there was anything to
decide. The message is clearly a call for help, and it’s in Grimmel’s voice. Either Grimmel sent us
here because we’re supposed to go to the source of the message or the enemy put it there to
trick us. Either way, we won’t know unless we check it out. The only thing I’m sure about is that
we can’t ignore it.”Nicholas rubbed at his forehead. “The crew is exhausted, Yazz. Gills is totally
wiped out. I’m running on a mix of adrenaline, fear, and anger. Those aren’t the best ingredients
for a successful mission.”“The sensors are clear right now,” Yasmin replied. “Maybe we can hold
off for an hour or two and give everyone time to recharge. It’ll also give me time to see what I can
do for Dag.”Nicholas leaned back in his seat and stared at the planet. “There are no good
options right now, are there?”“It doesn’t seem like it. I don’t think we were supposed to arrive in
such lousy shape. We need to make the decisions that give us the best all around chance for
success. We have to figure this out, Nick. We have to solve the riddle.”“Running Gills and the
others back out there as tired as they are isn’t going to give us much chance of success. If we
can buy them some time, we need to do it. But I also don’t like sitting here like a small fish in a
large pond, waiting for a bigger fish to come along and swallow us up. Whatever the slip drive is,
we already know an alien power source is running it. How do we know the enemy doesn’t have
the same technology?”“They don’t need it if they’re already here. And if they aren’t, then they
might not know where we’re headed. Besides, didn’t Grimmel say we’re worms on a hook?”“So
we want the bad guys to find us like this? I don’t think that ends well.” Nicholas used the control
interface to zoom out the projected grid around Foresight, expanding it for hundreds of AU. “It
looks like this planet has a moon, too. We can duck behind it and use it for cover while we take a
break. It’s about an hour away at gentle acceleration.”“That sounds promising,” Yasmin
said.“Frank, set a course for the designated target,” Nicholas said, marking the moon on the grid.
“Keep max acceleration at one G. No time limit. Keep us out of sight of the planet.”“Confirmed,
Captain Shepherd,” Frank answered. “Course plotted.”“Time?”“ETA fifty-three minutes and
twelve seconds from navigation confirmation.”“Navigation confirmed. Let’s go, Frank.”“Yes,



Captain.”Nicholas felt the slight pressure as Foresight’s main thrusters fired. The burn remained
gentle enough that the sense of it faded once the vectoring jets pushed them around to face the
moon.“Frank, inform me immediately if anything shows up on sensors. And I mean
anything.”“Confirmed, Captain Shepherd.”“Does that mean you trust the neural network now?”
Yasmin asked as Nicholas climbed out of his seat.“It got us this far, and I can’t be behind the
stick all the time. I’m exhausted too.” He wiped a stray strand of her hair away from her face and
tucked it behind her ear. “You should get some rest while you can.”“As soon as I’m done with
Dag,” she countered. “If there’s time.” she shrugged, looking doubtful. “I’ll be on the lower deck if
you need me.” She started to turn around. “Oh, and…” She looked back at him. “...we should
also look at more of the files Grimmel left us on his hard drive. There could be more information
about the planet and what we’re up against.”“We will, but I think it’s better if we disseminate the
data among the crew and go through it that way. It’ll get it done faster.” He tipped his head
slightly, giving her a serious look. “Are you sure you won’t try to get a little sleep?”“I’m sure I won’t
be able to.”Sighing heavily, Nicholas knew better than to argue. He nodded and ushered her
from the flight deck as the broadcast repeated again.“Cooperation. Facilitation. I require
assistance. Hahahaha. Hahaha. Haha.”Chapter 2“Dag, where are you?” Nicholas asked as he
and Yasmin returned to the main compartment.The small bot appeared from beneath one of the
seats, limping over to him and tilting his blank face up slightly, as though he were asking
Nicholas what he wanted. “Yasmin’s going to fix you up as best she can. Go below decks with
her.”Dag responded by turning to limp toward the ladder leading down.“There you go,” Nicholas
said, turning to Yasmin. “If you get tired—”“I’ll be fine,” Yasmin replied, cutting him off. “You need
rest more than I do.” She went up on her tiptoes, kissing him softly before following Dag to the
ladder. She appreciated Nick’s concern, but there was no point lying down when her mind
wouldn’t calm anyway. Keeping her head and hands busy was the next best option.She glanced
over her shoulder to watch Nick scale the ladder to the upper deck before descending to the
hold. Left alone there with Dag, a sudden surge of emotion threatened to send her collapsing on
the deck and sobbing in absolute despair. She fought against it, doing her best to refuse the
indulgence. It seemed pathetic, really. Half the people on the neural network dev team had lost
someone close to them, and both Bonnie and Jameson had lost children. Both of Jameson’s
little boys died from the sickness, his teenage daughter killed not by the trife, but by looters who
had broken into his home in the chaotic aftermath of the initial attacks. She couldn’t imagine
what he had gone through, and he had handled it with strength and composure, showing up
every day to work on the project. Putting in every ounce of effort to keep humankind moving
forward.She owed it to him, to everyone, to do the same, despite the depth of her loss.Her baby.
She missed Luke so damn much.The hardest part of it was coming so close to getting out of
Fort Hood and away from the trife alive. One more test flight. One more patch. One more night.
She had told Luke so many times that once they were onboard the Pilgrim she would make up
for all the time she had lost with him because she had dedicated all her time to the project.She
had convinced herself there would be time for them. She would have another chance to be just a



mother again. Another opportunity to say I love you. How naive and selfish she’d been. Now, she
might never know if Luke knew how much she loved him. Not because she hadn’t said it, but
because she didn’t feel confident in how well she had shown it.Now there were no more
chances.She wiped her eyes to clear the gathering moisture. Jameson had swallowed all of his
pain and trauma because the project was more important than their individual losses, and the
same held true for her now. Nick had pulled her out of her initial despair, but he had enough to
worry about without needing to keep an eye on her. She had to stand on her own and put
everything she felt to positive use.“Dag, I need some tools,” she said, looking at the small bot.
“You must have a maintenance kit or something, right?”Dag didn’t react.“Tools,” Yasmin
repeated. “So I can open you up and take a look at your servos. I’m more of a software engineer,
but I built my own robots when I was a teenager. I belonged to the robotics club. My friends and I
used to have our robots fight one another.” She smiled in response to the memory. “I was the first
one to introduce a bi-pedal bot to the fights. Everyone else always went with tread and armor to
make their bots more durable. But that also made them slow. I’m sure you know about that.
You’re quick and nimble.”Dag continued staring at her.“My bot won the championship. I’m not
bragging. I’m just saying, since it was bi-pedal and you’re bi-pedal. I think you’re the superior
design though.”Dag still didn’t move.“Why am I talking to you?” Yasmin said, shaking her head.
“You probably understand what I’m saying, but you’re programmed to listen for orders, right?
Dag, get me tools to fix you.”Dag remained fixed in the center of the lower deck.Yasmin laughed
at the futility. “Fine. I’ll find them myself.”She remembered Nicholas had said Dag came from one
of the drawers at the back of the hold, closest to the firewall between the deck and the large
thrusters. She walked back to the area, pausing as Dag approached a door on the opposite side.
He pulled open the door and disappeared inside the dark compartment, returning a moment
later with a toolbox in his arms.“So you were listening to me,” Yasmin said as Dag placed the
toolbox in front of her. She bent down to open the lid, revealing a complete set of the tools she
needed inside. “Perfect.” She picked up the toolbox and carried it to the nearest bulkhead, where
she sat with her back against it and her legs crossed before motioning to Dag. “Come here.”Dag
didn’t hesitate this time, limping across the deck to where Yasmin sat and standing directly in
front of her. She leaned over slightly and reached out for the bot, putting her hands beneath its
arms and lifting. She was surprised how impressively light the bot was, even for his small
size.“Okay, let’s see what we can do for you,” she said, stretching Dag out across her lap. She
examined the construction of the bot’s knee joint before reaching into the toolbox to pick out one
of the screwdrivers. She paused when she looked down at Dag, her mind picturing Luke as a
baby, resting in her lap. “You are not going there, Yasmin,” she said to herself. “Dag’s a machine.
A killing machine.”She set to work, opening up the armor plating that surrounded the robot’s
internal skeleton, surprised to find it was made of the same alloy as Foresight’s hull. That
explained Dag’s light weight, at least. While the skeleton remained undamaged, the knee joint
had gotten bent when the armor was dented.“We need replacement parts,” she said, lifting Dag
off her lap. “An actuator for your knee. And either new plating for the exterior or I’ll have to



hammer the old stuff back into shape.”Dag limped back across the deck, looking like a robotic
zombie with one leg’s inner workings fully exposed. He ducked into the same compartment as
before, emerging with a small box that reminded Yasmin of the kit her father used to store fishing
gear in. He placed it within easy reach beside her before climbing back into her lap and lying
down.“A machine,” Yasmin reminded herself. “Not a baby. Not a puppy.” She laughed, opening
the box and lifting up three rows of small, hinged compartments filled with different parts. It didn’t
take long for her to realize they weren’t all compatible with Dag. She glanced at the other
drawers along the bulkhead. What else had Grimmel provided? She would take a look once she
had finished with Dag.She bent over the small bot, taking apart his leg at the knee. She began
reconstructing the joint, losing track of time as she worked, her mind focused completely on
getting Dag operational again. She found the effort therapeutic, only noticing how stiff she was
once she had finished with Dag and set him upright on his feet.“Go ahead, try it out,” she
said.Dag walked a few steps before jumping at the bulkhead, planting his feet on it and springing
off, landing in a roll on the floor and coming up in an impressive hop that put him right back in
front of Yasmin.She laughed in real delight to see the small bot moving so much better. “Not
exactly good as new, little man, but pretty good if I do say so myself.”“I’d call that better than
pretty good,” Nicholas said, stepping off the ladder, a mischievous grin tipping up one corner of
his mouth. “Caught you talking to him.”“You did not.”“I heard you. You called him little man.”“I did
not. You misunderstood me. Why are you up already?”“What do you mean? It’s been three
hours.”Yasmin flinched in surprise. “It has?”“Yes. We’re stationed behind the moon and
everyone’s gotten at least a couple of hours of sleep.”“I can’t believe it’s been three hours,” she
said, closing the toolbox and the parts bin. “Dag, can you put these back for me, please?”Dag
picked up the toolbox and bin, tucking one under each arm.“Uh-huh.” Nicholas watched him
disappear back into the compartment before grinning at Yasmin. “Talking to him again.”“I gave
him an order.”“You said please.”Releasing an aggravated breath, she offered him her hand.
”Here, help me up.”“Well, you did.” He took her hand and pulled her to her feet.“All right. I said
please. Are you happy now?”He laughed. “Why is it so hard for you to admit it’s easy to forget
he’s a machine?”She hesitantly shrugged and then blew out a breath in surrender. “He does kind
of grow on you; I’ll admit that much. So I take it we’re still alone up here?”“Yeah. It seems to be
safe. Sensors remain clear. There’s no indication that we’ve been followed or that there are any
other aliens nearby, so I thought we’d stay here a little while longer and go through more of the
Project Foresight files.”“What about the distress call?”“It’s repeated every five minutes for the last
three hours. Whatever it is, it’s probably been calling out for a long time. It can wait a little longer,
especially if we can go in more prepared. I just wish we had some way of scouting out the
surface of the planet before heading down there ourselves. It’s too bad Grimmel didn’t leave us a
drone.”Dag emerged from the compartment and walked over to the rear drawers. He stood on
his tiptoes and opened the one in the center.Yasmin flinched as hundreds of small machines
launched out of it, sweeping through the hold in a circle around them. Ducking behind Nicholas,
she watched as they bunched together into a swirling tornado, moving too quickly to make out



their shapes. They stopped moving almost as suddenly as they started, collapsing onto the desk
and sticking together, building on top of each other, as if they were in a 3D printer.“Wow,”
Nicholas said when a delta-winged wedge, approximately six feet long from head to tail and the
same wingtip to wingtip, rested on tiny skids atop the deck.“Maybe you should have requested
an espresso machine,” Yasmin quipped, equally amazed by the formation.“It looks great, Dag,”
Nicholas said. “Can it do an espresso machine?” He laughed at his own joke.Dag didn’t
move.“How do I fly it?” Nicholas asked.Dag still didn’t move.“Yazz, have you seen anything like
this before?”“No,” Yasmin replied. “But I bet the Project Foresight files have information about
everything in those drawers.”“Yeah, you’re probably right. Nice job, Dag.”Dag didn’t react to the
compliment.“Let’s go take a look.”Chapter 3Briar was in one of the seats in the main
compartment when Nicholas returned from the lower decks with Yasmin and Dag. Her hair
remained slightly damp from a shower, her new clothes a little tight on her moderately
overweight frame. She still looked tired, but she beamed at him as he crested the ladder and
stepped onto the deck.“Good morning, Captain Shepherd,” she said.“Is it morning?” Nicholas
replied.“I don’t know. I was sleeping. Now I’m awake. So it might as well be morning.”“In that
case, good morning, Briar. How are you feeling?”“I’m holding it together, sir. With duct tape and
paperclips, maybe, but I’m holding it together.”“You and I both,” Nicholas agreed.“Dag, you have
a new leg,” Briar said, noticing the bot. “Much better.” Dag ignored her, returning to its preferred
spot beneath Macey’s seat, where he remained out of sight. “Where are we now, Captain
Shepherd? I noticed the planet is gone from the front screen.”“We’re tucked behind the planet’s
moon,” Nicholas replied. “Staying out of sight. I thought you would all need a little rest. I took a
short nap too, while Yazz fixed up Dag.”“Cooperation. Facilitation. I require assistance.
Hahahaha. Hahaha. Haha.”Briar flinched, the distress message startling her as it played through
the speakers. Her hands tightly gripped the armrests of the seat. “What the hell was that?”“We
aren’t completely sure, but it’s coming from the planet,” Nicholas explained. “We’re going to
check it out. Dag showed us we have a drone in our inventory.”“We do? That’s so cool.”“I’m going
to wake the others,” Nicholas said. “Yazz, can you get the hard drive contents set up to display
either on all of the terminals or the central projection here?” He knocked on the edge of the
holotable occupying the middle of the space.“Sure,” Yasmin said.“The Round Table,” Briar
said.“The what?” Nicholas asked.“King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table. You’re like the
King, and Missus Shepherd you’re Guinevere. That’s the Round Table. And the rest of us are the
knights.”“You can be Sir Snores-a-lot,” Scott said, on his way down from the upper deck. He had
also cleaned up and changed his clothes, swapping his stained t-shirt and jeans for Grimmel
Towers security blues. They fit him snugly too, for completely different reasons than Briar.“And
you can be Sir Sucks-a-lot,” Briar snapped.“Scott, are the others awake?” Nicholas asked,
deterring an argument before one could start.“Yes, Captain,” he replied. “Thanks to Sal, there.”
He jerked his head at Briar.“Sal?” she asked.“Snores...a...lot,” Scott reiterated. “You literally woke
everyone up.”“So why didn’t you get up before me?”“I tried to go back to sleep. But then Gills
started sawing too and I gave up. Macey said she was going to wake him after everyone else



had used the facilities.”“How do you feel?” Nicholas asked him.“A little sore. A little overwhelmed.
A little excited, to be honest. This has to be more interesting than becoming a janitor or
something on the arkship. Have you figured out where we are yet, Captain?”“Not exactly. I’ve got
more information to share but I don’t want to repeat it. I’ll wait till everybody’s here.”Macey’s feet
appeared on the top of the ladder a moment later..“Hey, Macey.” Scott raised his voice. “Get
Jennifer and Gills, will you?”She stopped her descent a couple rungs down and looked down at
him. “Jenny’s just finishing up in the shower. Hold on. Hey, Gills, you lazy wanker!” she shouted
up the ladder. “Quit your snuffing and get up! Cap’n wants you!”“And here comes Sir Shouts-a-
lot,” Briar joked as Macey climbed slowly down the ladder.“Huh?” Macey replied, wincing when
she reached the deck.“Nevermind.”“You okay?” Nicholas asked Macey.“Yeah, just got pains in
muscles I didn’t know existed. You would think with all the running I’ve done over the last year I
would be in better shape.” She stiff-walked to her usual seat and lowered herself gingerly into it.
“Briar, you ain’t sore, love?”Briar shrugged. “Fat but fit, I guess. And at least ten years younger
than you.”“That must be it. Don’t get old, sweetie. You won’t like it.”“Getting old is a blessing,”
Briar replied. Her voice lowered. “One Luke won’t have if we don’t succeed in this mission.”A
heavy silence settled over the room as Gills slid down the ladder, his feet bracketing the rails. He
turned to Nicholas and came to attention. He remained in his fatigues—stains, sweat, blood and
all. “Corporal Hess reporting for duty, sir.”“At ease, Corporal,” Nicholas said, turning to Briar and
laying his hand on her shoulder. “We’re going to succeed, Briar. We have to, and not just for
Luke.”“Yes, sir,” Slowly screwing up her face, she turned and scowled at Gills. “And here’s Sir
Stinks-a-lot in all his smelly glory,” she added, lightening the mood enough to draw chuckles
from everyone but Gills.“I’d rather smell than be caught dead in that getup,” he replied, relaxing
his posture and making a disdainful face at Briar. “You look like a blueberry.”“Is that a fat
joke?”“No, I’m mocking your clothes, not your weight.”“That’s enough,” Nicholas said, stopping
the exchange before it escalated any further. “Why don’t you all take your seats? I'll brief you all
as soon as Jennifer comes down.”“I’m here, Captain Shepherd,” she said, scurrying down the
ladder and taking the last available seat.“Sir Sleeps-a-lot,” Briar said softly, sneaking it in before
Nicholas could start speaking.“Cooperation. Facilitation. I require assistance. Hahahaha.
Hahaha. Haha.”“There he goes again,” she added in response to the broadcast.“Frank, redirect
the broadcast to the flight deck.”“Confirmed, Captain Shepherd,” Frank replied.Nicholas looked
out at his gathered crew. They still looked tired, but he noticed a spark of energy in their eyes. An
eagerness to be part of something bigger than themselves.“First order of business,” he said. “We
need to set some ground rules. This isn’t a United States Space Force ship anymore, but we still
need to operate in a professional manner if we want to stay alive out here. From this moment
forward, you’ll address me as Captain Shepherd, Cap, or sir.” He looked at Yasmin. “With one
exception for obvious reasons.”“Yes, sir,” Jennifer said.“You’ve already pretty much been doing
that, so I don’t expect we’ll have any problems there. More importantly is how you address one
another, and your roles on board. The military works because of chain-of-command. Without it
there’s chaos. There aren’t many of us, so I don’t think we need to implement ranks. But it’s



important you know the hierarchy. Yasmin, you’ll be my second-in-command on board Foresight
and head of engineering.”“Yes, sir,” she replied, showing Nicholas she bought into his idea for
bringing structure to the crew.“Jennifer, you’ll continue as my co-pilot,” Nicholas said. “We’ll level
up your training as time allows. You’ll be third in the COC while we’re on board Foresight.”“Yes,
sir.”“Gills, you’re the Gunny on this boat. You’re second in command off Foresight. Briar, Macey,
Scott, you’re part of my infantry, and you all report to Gills. Scott, you’re Gills’ second.
Understood?”“Yes, sir,” they replied.“Good. Next, to be clear, there’s a time and place for banter
and joking around. During briefings isn’t it. When we’re formally gathered like this, I expect you to
contribute in a professional manner. I can’t overstate how serious our situation is here. I know
there’s a part of it that may seem like some great exciting adventure, especially compared to the
alternatives, but don’t forget what brought us to this point. Humankind is at war with an enemy
we don’t fully understand. Just because we’re away from Earth doesn’t mean the war is over.
Don’t forget what Luke sacrificed so you could be here.”“Yes, sir,” they replied.“The truth is, the
war against this enemy is only just beginning, and we have a role to play in the outcome. I’m
supposed to be standing here addressing a squad of elite Marines. That’s who you’re replacing.
But that doesn’t mean we can’t succeed. That doesn’t mean this mission is doomed. If we all pull
together, we have a chance. Do you agree?”“Yes, sir! Oorah! ” Scott tacked on. He grinned
sheepishly and shrugged when Nicholas chastened him with a look. Scott promptly looked down
at his feet.“All right, listen up. Yasmin recovered the hard drive from Aaron Grimmel’s personal
computer in the Grimmel Corporation tower. We located a cache of resources he left for us to
better prepare for this mission. We’ve only reviewed the first introductory recording so far, but I
think it’s important that you understand that Mister Grimmel believes our actions could be crucial
to defeating the enemy who sent the trife to Earth.” He paused, giving the words a moment to
sink in. “To that end, I thought it best for us all to go over the data on the hard drive together .
This way, we’ll all have the information, and you’ll know where to go back and access it if the
need arises. Yazz, do you have it ready?”“It’s active on the Round Table interface,” Yasmin
said.Nicholas noticed Briar beaming at the use of her name for the holotable as he tapped the
switch to activate the files. The projector cast the list of folders into the air above the table at
Nicholas’ eye level. The others all swiveled their seats to face it.He glanced around the table at
the others again. “I know you’re sore. I know you’re scared and tired and hurting. Look around the
Round Table. Look one another in the eye. This is about something bigger than all of us.
Whatever happens, I think the days ahead will be the most grueling and challenging days of our
lives. But if we work together, if we have each other’s back, if we become like King Arthur and his
Knights and become one family, I know the days ahead will also be the most rewarding. What do
you think?”“Yes, sir!” they shouted.“Then let’s get started."Nicholas looked over the Project
Foresight folders floating in front of him revealing the list of files. He noticed a folder entitled
TOYBOX which he assumed had something to do with both Dag and the drone in the hold. He
didn’t enter it, instead directing his finger toward a video file labeled as HUNGER, recalling
Harry’s exclamation of “I hunger” before he sprouted tentacles from his arms.Frank cut in on the



loudspeakers before he could open the folder.“Captain Shepherd, an unidentified object has just
entered sensor range.”Chapter 4A wave of heightened tension passed through the
compartment. Nicholas didn’t flinch, using the controls on the edge of the holotable to switch the
projection to the threat display. A red wedge sat at the far end, its velocity and heading printed
beneath it.“Frank, show the estimated flight path,” he said.The path appeared ahead of the
wedge as a curving line that would bring the ship to the planet’s surface close to the area Frank
had already marked as the source of the transmission.“It looks like they’re interested in the same
thing we are,” Yasmin said.“Frank, can you get a better visual of the ship?” Nicholas asked.“Not
at this time,” Frank replied. “For a better visual, it would need to cross our inner sensor
field.”Yellow shading appeared on the grid to highlight the reach of the ship’s different sensors.
The unidentified vessel’s path kept it well away from the moon. Intentionally?“Jennifer, go up to
the flight deck and strap in. Monitor the grid and standby just in case I need you to take over from
Frank.”“Yes, sir,” Jennifer replied, leaving her seat at the Round Table and taking the ladder up to
the flight deck.Nicholas tapped the table controls again, returning to the list of files. He opened
the TOYBOX folder, revealing a list of ten subfolders.“Nick, what are you doing?” Yasmin
asked.“We have a drone,” he replied. “But I don’t know how to use it. I’m looking for the
answer.”Scanning the list of subfolders, he tapped into each from the top. The first was probably
the oddest of all. Labeled MSPEAR, it contained a video and a single image of a small device
that reminded him of a large construction nail or a railroad spike, made of the same black alloy
as Foresight’s hull. He remembered seeing something like it in the box of weapons they had
taken from Grimmel’s tower. Since it was in the folder, it was probably worth carrying.He skipped
over the second folder, labeled DAG. The third appeared to be the energy unit from the included
image, though the folder had been labeled QDM.The fourth, labelled BZZ, contained images of
the tiny machines that had formed the larger drone ship, as well as a document that, at a quick
glance, appeared to provide scientific specifications and blueprints for the design. The folder
also had a video file in it.He didn’t open it right away, instead flipping the projection back to the
threat grid. The single contact remained within sensor range, following the course Frank had
predicted toward the planet.“Yasmin, can you open a second copy of the Project Foresight
folder?” he asked, switching back to his projected version. “I found the drone under TOYBOX,
then BZZ. There’s a spec document inside. I need to know how fast the drone can
accelerate.”“Faster than us, I’m sure,” Yasmin replied, opening the folder and then the file in
question. “It doesn’t have to worry about crushing anyone with G-forces.”“Cap’n, what should we
do?” Macey asked.“Just hold tight and observe,” Nicholas replied. “You’ll have your chance to
contribute.” He opened the video file.Aaron Grimmel stood in what appeared to be the research
and development lab in the Grimmel Corporation towers in London. The cavernous space
spread out behind him, completely deserted. The same machines that had formed the
droneship circled about Grimmel’s head in a tight cyclone before shooting off through the space,
twisting and winding around one another like a swarm of bees.“Captain Shepherd,” Grimmel
said. “I trust you’ve recently discovered these little monsters. Haha! Or if you haven’t, you’ll want



to access the toybox to play. I call these microbots the Swarm, for obvious reasons. Two
thousand independent machines that absorb energy similarly to the xenotrife and store it within
a crystalline battery to use for varying levels of thrust. Each one is loaded with a custom AI which
allows them to communicate with one another and work together to solve problems. Like Dag,
they will respond to verbal commands but you can also interface with them through the primary
controls. Once they’re released from containment, the option will become available to you in the
menu.”“Did you know about that?” Nicholas asked, glancing at Yasmin.“No,” she replied. “It would
be impossible for one person to see every line of code in Frank’s system.”“You can pilot the
Swarm remotely through any of the available terminals, but it’s more efficient to allow them to
operate in a semi-autonomous mode and only issue commands to them. You are an excellent
pilot, Captain Shepherd, but they’re better at flying themselves, believe me.”“I believe it,”
Nicholas said out loud.“The Swarm also has some additional properties you might find useful,
especially when paired with—”Nicholas stopped the video, barely paying attention to Grimmel’s
last words. He had the information he needed to do what he wanted with the drone right now.“I
want to send the Swarm out to tail the ship down to the planet, assuming they have the ability to
transmit to us with the moon between us and the planet,” he said. “Yazz, did you find any info
about that in the specs yet?”She leaned over one of the terminals, scanning through the
document. “Nick, the data here is…I…it’s off-the-charts genius level stuff. It’ll take me weeks to
understand the math.”“I don’t need details, just a yes or no.”She scrolled through the document,
pausing at a table of numbers. “Yes. You should have communication range anywhere as long as
you’re within…” She used a finger to trace the line across. “...an entire light year. How is that
even possible?”“It’s Grimmel Corporation, love,” he replied. “It seems anything is possible. “All
right, everybody...” Nicholas paused. He could create a chain of command, but that didn’t mean
they suddenly knew how to do jobs they were never trained to do. It would come in time.Provided
they lived that long.“I’m heading up to the flight deck. Gills, I’m going to drain the hold of oxygen
and open it to vacuum to let the Swarm out. After that’s done and the air is restored, take Macey
and Scott below decks and go through our ordnance. I want to know exactly what we have, and
how much of it. If that UFO changes course toward us, we may need to take off in a hurry so be
ready to scramble back to your seats at my order.”“Yes, sir,” Gills said.“Briar, I want you to go
through all the files in the TOYBOX folder. Become our expert on the additional resources
Grimmel provided us for this mission.”“Yes, sir,” Briar said.”“Yazz, you have the crew.”“Yes, sir,”
Yasmin replied.“All right, people, let’s go.”As everyone responded to his orders, he hurried up the
ladder to the flight deck. “Any change with the mystery ship?” he asked Jennifer as he passed
her seat and dropped into his.“No, Captain. The ship is maintaining its heading to the
planet.”Nicholas activated the safety system under his left hand and navigated into the TOYBOX
listing. He scrolled past DAG and tapped on BZZ. The entire forward surround immediately
became a single, wide-angle representation of the drone’s view of the hold forward to the hatch.
He tapped on the ship controls to split the view, shrinking the view of the hold to half the
surround. A view of the planet below and the other ship heading toward it took up the other



half.He closed off the hold to the rest of the ship, a thick transparent seal sliding down over the
ladder. Compressors then quickly pulled the air out of the area to conserve it before flashing
lights warned of the deck’s imminent exposure to the vacuum of space. The whole process took
under thirty seconds, leaving an open hatch for the Swarm to exit out of as soon as he gave the
order.“Swarm, this is Captain Shepherd. I assume you have access to Foresight’s sensor data.
I’m marking a target for you on the threat display. I want you to follow it to its destination at a safe
distance. Do not let it pick you up on its sensors.”It seemed odd to give natural language
instructions to a drone instead of programming them in or piloting it himself, but the Swarm
responded, rising from the table it was on while he was still issuing the commands. Green
energy flowed from the rear of the drone, pushing it forward at surprisingly high speed.As it
blasted out into space, Nicholas quickly closed the hatch to the hold and activated the pump to
replenish the compartment with breathable atmosphere. He looked back up at the surround in
time to see the drone change direction, not by flipping or turning, but by reconfiguring itself so
the back became the front. The single camera view changed to dozens of individual feeds
before settling back into one image.“I’m starting to think Grimmel was an alien too,” Jennifer said
behind him.Nicholas looked over his shoulder at her, floored by that very possibility. “You know,
I’m starting to think you might be right.”Chapter 5Through both the Swarm’s feed and Foresight’s
threat projection, Nicholas watched the drone accelerate as it sought to make up lost ground on
the unidentified starship. Burning at nearly fifty Gs, it took only a minute for the Swarm to make
up nearly half the distance between the two vessels, the green glow of its thruster output visible
on Foresight’s feed. Then the red wedge on the projection morphed into the real signature of the
spacecraft, leaving Nicholas stunned.“That can’t be,” he said, pulling up the target sensor data
on the HUD. The target ship floated directly in front of him, its specifications printed to the right of
the 3D model.“It’s Foresight,” Jennifer said. “It’s us.”“It’s not us,” Nicholas countered. “It can’t be
us. But it is the exact same design, right down to the last inch.”“If Grimmel really was an alien,
then maybe he didn’t build Foresight. Maybe he arrived on Earth in it.”“Maybe. I’m just not sure
I’m ready to subscribe to the whole Grimmel-was-an-alien idea. But this is definitely strange.” He
activated the ship’s comms. “Yazz, take a look at the Round Table if you haven’t already. Gills,
belay my prior order to inventory the ordnance. I want everyone to remain secure in their
seats.”“Yes, sir,” Gills replied.“Nick, that ship looks just like Foresight,” Yasmin said.“Doesn’t it,
though,” he replied. “And we have a distress message on repeat from someone who sounds just
like Grimmel. What the hell is going on here, love?”“I wish I knew. This whole thing just keeps
getting stranger and stranger.”“Have you ever considered that Grimmel might be an
alien?”Yasmin laughed. “No. That’s silly. We both had dinner with him. He likes to cook, he
appreciates fine wine…”“I was told he doesn’t have much in the way of a family history.”“That’s
not an indication that he’s from another planet.”“And knowing how to cook isn’t an indication that
he isn’t. How do you explain everything he invented? Look at where we are and how we got
here.”“He didn’t come up with a lot of the advances Grimmel Corporation made. He just funded
the crazy ideas that nobody else wanted to listen to. Besides, what does it matter if he was an



alien? He was obviously helping humankind, and he sacrificed himself to save us from the trife
queen.”“We don’t know that he sacrificed himself. They didn’t find his body, remember? I guess
my point is, if he was an alien, he wasn’t the same as these others at all. Which would mean
there’s a third party involved in all this.”“An ally?” Yasmin said. “I can get behind that.”“How do we
know he’s an ally? This whole thing could be an elaborate trap.”“Don’t be ridiculous, Nick. You’re
jumping to so many conclusions you’re liable to break your legs. Grimmel was a good man. A
benefit to society. Thanks to him, millions of people will escape the trife.”“That may be, but he did
say the mission to pre-scout the destination planets for the arkships was a lie. That would mean
those five to seven ships he talked about are still headed for a dead-end journey to nowhere or
they’re not in any jeopardy of that happening at all.”“Wait,” Macey said. “Cap’n, what are you
saying about a lie?”“Not now, Macey,” Nicholas replied. “I don’t like any of this, Yazz.”“We don’t
have to like it, we just have to forge ahead if we want Luke back. If it turns out Grimmel was an
alien, then so what? If it gets us Luke back, if it helps us against the enemy, I’m all for it. And if
this is a trap, what could we have done about it anyway?”Nicholas couldn’t argue her point.
“Okay, you win. We’ll worry about the what-ifs later, and right now, we’ll just…” He shook his
head. “...follow the yellow brick road.”He returned his attention to the display, monitoring the view
from the Swarm. It had reduced its velocity, hanging back nearly ten thousand kilometers behind
the target.“Frank, what’s the target’s estimated time to entry?”“Twelve minutes, nine seconds,”
Frank replied.“Nothing to do but wait.”Nicholas settled into his seat, splitting his attention
between the feed and the projection, watching for signs of any new incoming spacecraft. The
Foresight clone hadn’t reacted to the Swarm moving in behind it, which was a good sign. He
much preferred observing from a distance to going down to the surface straight away, especially
considering the composition of his crew. Luke’s friends had handled everything better than he
could have asked of them. They were good kids. But they were still kids, not Marines. And while
he believed everything he had told them about their potential when they were gathered around
the holotable, he wasn’t ready to lean too heavily on those beliefs just yet.Not until he had to.The
minutes passed slowly, the target ship slowing as it neared the planet’s atmosphere. The Swarm
slowed with it, matching its velocity almost perfectly to maintain the distance between them.
Nicholas wasn’t sure how the microbots would handle the heat of entry, but he imagined the AI
on the tiny machines wouldn’t allow them to destroy themselves.The Foresight clone passed
effortlessly into the atmosphere. The Swarm followed, not only surviving the heat but absorbing
it and using it to recharge each individual crystalline battery. Nicholas didn’t know how much
energy each microbot might hold, but judging from its performance so far, it had to be a lot.
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Thomas James, “Raises the Bar for Parallel Universe Genre. This raises the bar on what I call
the "Parallel Universe" genre and Forbes does a good job keeping the reader from getting
confused with all the layers, slipping between them, and a whole bunch of new ideas. I wonder
how much further anyone can push parallel universe stories without crossing into "dream
sequence", which has virtually no continuity at all. At times Forbes crosses that line in my
opinion.  It's fun.  Enjoy the ride.”

The Grey Lion, “wow. what a turnover. Complete action hero stories all in one story line. Except
where the imagination can go a story can to. Don’t get too attached to any of the heros. They
can change or be lost in a heartbeat. What fantastic worlds and slippery times this story
encompasses. Wow.  Again looking forward to seeing what happens next.  Whoot”

CSS64, “A good read for sci to buffs of any age. I rated this book four stars because it is written
well. Former solders will struggle comparing their service with behavior in the book. Also, having
been in serious running combat with survival in doubt in my very young adult years left me
repeatedly saying that this is sci fi, this is sci fi!”

Celia King, “Loss is such sorrow, but Luke is ok this time. Maybe this trend will make the
necessary change to save mankind. Now to save woman kind also! Great epics have loss and
love, still waiting for the love story. But things are looking up. I'm anxious to read book 3, this is
a delicious seris, so glad I bought it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Confused. Shepherd admits to himself being confused, myself likewise!
The universe turns out to be the multiverse with many realities, but all alike, layered on top of
each other, with any alteration in one affecting all. Grimmel turns out to be an alien construct,
who has replicated himself in all layers and is busy orchestrating events to eventually win for his
masters, the Axon, which will indirectly save Earth. Onto book three.”

martin coles, “Space opera with a difference. I love my space operas and have my favourite
authors, but I do step out of the box now and again and I'm glad I do!This had me hooked as
soon as I read the synopsis and I was disappointed when I bought the book..Some of it does
take a bit of getting your head around with all time and space speak but it does leave one
curious as to whether there are multiple universes and we are just one layer in the multitude?
Book 3 is ready for me to read and I'm sure I won't be disappointed?”

Terry Kinnard, “Another good read. The second book in the series sees the further adventures of
Nicholas and his crew of accidental space and interdimentional travellers. No spoilers so I'll not
give details but, I'm about to start the next book so I suppose that forms a recommendation.”



Craig Moffat, “Riveting as always. Great read, I’m a big fan of M R Forbes, he never disappoints .
If you like sci-fi you’ll love the worlds and universes that spring from his mind.”
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